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Introduction
You may want to visit the sweet webcam sluts at Honey Dolls. Their sizzling adult chat hosts are always
wet and ready to show off their warm honey pots to you! If you're bored by standard fuck scenes and
want to create your own custom porn adventures, webcams offer the kind of personalized porn
experience that paysites just can't match.

Adult Review
Sure, the sluts on porn sites are mostly hot and act real horny, but the same sex positions are unavoidably overused. At Honey
Dolls, you have the chance to see many more variations of that same scene because you completely control the XXX action!
  
  There are loads of horny whores who are just waiting for you to chat with them and make them do whatever your perverted
heart desires.  All of these sluts are considered independent porn contractors, because they all use their own equipment to
pleasure you.  As a result, the quality of the feeds can vary greatly from one chat host to the next.  So visit a few and try to
choose a slut that not only really makes you horny, but also has a fast and clean adult webcam feed.
  
  Whether you like watching sluts play with their pussies all by themselves, or prefer them playing with either guys or other
girls, Honey Dolls has it all.  There are a few different webcam categories to choose from, including ladyboy cams, lesbian
cams, and even gay men cams.  Just about all of the sex chat hosts are Asian, so hopefully you like chicks from the far east.    
  
  A Honey Dolls basic registration is necessary to chat with the cam hosts and see the video feed, and this type of membership
is completely free.  But if you see a whore who you really like and you want to see more, you'll have to take her to private
XXX chat which does charge a per-minute fee.  You can't just pay per minute either, instead you'll have to buy credits in
several predefined levels. All of these chat hosts can charge a different price, so make sure the price is right before you
commit to a long sexy webcam show.
  
  If you find yourself spending a lot of free time at Honey Dolls, you may want to treat yourself to a VIP membership. This is
an upgrade over the basic free membership and costs $29.95 per month.  As a VIP, you'll be able to access VIP features and
be eligible for special discounts that aren't available to anyone else.

Porn Summary
Not all webcam hosts are sweet, in fact some are downright nasty in a sexy way.  Honey Dolls features all kinds of whores
that you can mold into your horny little fuck dolls!

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'Custom porn starring private webcam sluts'
Quality: 86  Updates: 100 Exclusive: 100 Interface: 84
Support: 82 Unique: 83    Taste: 87        Final: 89

Porn Sites Included
Asians 24 7 (91) ,Chica Cams (84) 

Porn Niches
Amateur, Asian, Blondes, Cams, Coeds, Exclusive, Free, Solo, VoD

Porn Site Review
Subscription: $0.00 Preview: VoD Billing Options: Credit Card
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Video & Picture: Daily Download: Unlimited DRM: Not Used
Dial-Up: Optimized Pictures: Over 5,000 Videos: 11,000
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